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 Current and future therapeutic options



- What is CLL?


- Diagnostic tools

 

- Prognostic scores


- Treatment of CLL


- Science becomes medicine (novel therapeutic approaches)


CLL - a brief recapitulation



The blood smear reveals essential hints leading to the diagnosis 



CLL is a disease of the elderly !
! a minority of patients qualifies for toxic therapy"

•  Most&frequent&leukemia&in&the&Western&hemisphere.&
•  Median&age&at&diagnosis:&72&years1&

•  Elderly&pa>ents&may&have&comorbidi>es&&

1.&Ries&LAG,&et#al.&SEER&Cancer&Sta>s>cs&Review,&1975–2005.&
2.&Yancik&R,&Cancer&1997;&80:1273–1283.&

Age&at&CLL&
diagnosis&
(years)&&

Pa>ents1&
(%)&

Mean&&
comorbidi>es2&
(all&cancer&types,&

n)&

≤&54& 11& n/a&
55–64& 19& 2.9&
65–74& 27& 3.6&
75+& 43& 4.2&

Mean&no.&of&co[morbidi>es&

2.9&

3.6&

4.2&

n/a&



The Rai classification allows risk stratification



The Rai classification allows risk stratification



The Binet classification allows risk stratification



The Binet classification allows risk stratification



4"

Prognos'c)Score)based)on)GCLLSG)studies)
(Bahlo'et'al.,'ASH'2011)'

)
)

Variable" Adverse"factor" Hazard"ra4o"for"
death"

Factor"7"grading"

Chromosomal"aberra4on" del(17p))
)

6.0) 6"

s7TK" >)10.0)U/L)
)

2.8) 2"

s7β2m" >)3.5)mg/L)
)

2.3) 2"

IgHV"muta4onal"status" unmutated)
)

1.9) 1"

s7β2m" >)1.7)mg/L)G)≤)3.5)mg/L)
)

1.7) 1"

ECOG"
"

>)0) 1.7) 1"

Chromosomal"aberra4on"
"

del(11q)) 1.4) 1"

Gender"
"

Male) 1.3) 1"

Age"
"

>)60)years) 1.3) 1"

*)Based)on)1223)pa'ents)exhibi'ng)all)7)factors)with)a)significant)influence)on)OS)in)univariate)analyses)

A novel, molecularly-guided risk score allows more

detailed risk stratification



5"

p"<"0.0001"

Overall'Survival'and'Risk'Groups'Using'a'Weighted'Score'of'Clinical,'
Biological'and'Gene=c'Variables'(n=1223)'

(Bahlo'et'al.,'ASH'2011)'

Low"Risk,"002"points"(N=300)"
Survival"a?er"5"years:"95.2%"
"

Intermediate"risk,""
305"points"(N=460)"
Survival"a?er"5"years:"86.9"

High"risk,"6010"points"(N=410)"
Survival"a?er"5"years:"67.7"

Very"high"risk,">"6"points"(N=53)"
Survival"a?er"5"years:"18.7"

A novel, molecularly-guided risk score allows more

detailed risk stratification



Summary I

- CLL is the most common leukemia in the Western World


- CLL is characterized by the accumulation of mature 

lymphocytes


- Multiple risk scores exist and allow patient stratification


- CLL cells are addicted to micro-environmental stimuli


- Transformation can occur before or after somatic

hypermutation




The genetics of high risk CLL



Nature Reviews | Immunology
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B cell-derived acute 
lymphocytic leukaemia
(B-ALL). A leukaemia subtype 
that accounts for the majority 
of ALL cases and that is derived 
from the proliferative pro-B cell 
or pre-B cell compartment in 
the bone marrow. The genetic 
basis of B-ALL is usually 
attributed to the breakpoint 
cluster region (BCR)–ABL1 
translocation or to mutations 
affecting one or more of the 
runt-related transcription 
factor 1 (RUNX1), pre-B cell 
leukaemia homeobox 1 (PBX1), 
mixed-lineage leukaemia (MLL), 
protein tyrosine phosphatase 
non-receptor type 11 (PTPN11) 
and RAS genes.

Small pre-B cell stage
A resting stage in which the 
pre-B cell receptor is down-  
regulated and recombination 
activating gene (RAG)- 
mediated rearrangement of 
immunoglobulin light-chain 
genes occurs.

Marginal zone B cells
A mature B cell subset that 
localizes to the splenic marginal 
zone and to the area proximal 
to the marginal sinus.

alter BCR specificity and affinity. Notably, the majority 
of B cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas (B-NHLs) (including 
follicular lymphoma, Burkitt’s lymphoma and diffuse large 
B cell lymphoma (DLBCL)) are derived from germinal 
centre B cells (FIG. 1), and the presence of mutations in 
the V gene segments of immunoglobulin heavy-chain 
genes is an important molecular indication of malig-
nancies that are derived from germinal centre B cells 
or from post-germinal centre B cells (including malig-
nancies derived from memory B cells, such as mutated 
B cell chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (B-CLL))6. The 
expression of AID can be detrimental and has been 
linked to mutational events affecting the expression of 
numerous potential oncogenes7, including the translo-
cation of MYC into the immunoglobulin heavy-chain 
(Igh) locus8,9, which results in the constitutive expres-
sion of MYC in B cells. Recent studies have shown that 
MYC expression is normally restricted to small sub-
sets of germinal centre B cells that are actively engaging 

antigens and that interact with cognate T cells10,11; how-
ever, the aberrant expression of MYC, together with 
other oncogenic events, promotes the development of 
B cell lymphomas.

Marginal zone B cells are located at the interface 
between the circulation and the lymphoid tissue and 
they rapidly respond to microorganism-associated Toll-
like receptor (TLR) ligands, as well as to antigens, by dif-
ferentiating into antibody-producing plasma cells in a 
T cell-dependent or T cell-independent manner. Notably, 
marginal zone B cells are thought to be the cells of origin 
for several indolent types of lymphoma that progress in 
the spleen (for example, the subtype of  marginal zone lym-
phoma (MZL), splenic MZL (SMZL)), in the lymph nodes 
(nodal marginal zone lymphoma (NMZL)) or at extran-
odal sites such as the mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue 
(MALT lymphoma) (FIG. 1). A signalling-competent BCR 
is thought to be required for the continued propagation 
of marginal zone B cell-derived lymphomas12.
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CLL clones can emerge before and after Ig hypermutation

IgVH-unmutated CLL clones are

associated with poor prognosis 
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Two distinct cytogenetic aberrations are associated

with poor survival



The ATM/p53 axis is a key determinant of 
the chemotherapy response�

ATM 

Chk2 

p53 

Noxa 
Puma 

DSB 

apoptosis 
Döhner et al.; NEJM, 2000 

Disabling mutations in apoptosis-mediating pathways 
represent high-risk aberrations in CLL



CLL is a dynamic disease and clonal 
evolution represents a clinical challenge



the therapy is often directed at a particular genetic context which
may not be shared by all subclones. This relationship between
therapy and genetic adaptation is likely to result in convergent
evolution, in which a mutation that confers resistance will become
highly prevalent in relapsed disease. Indeed, this process has been
reported in relapsed T-cell ALL after treatment with nucleoside-
analog chemotherapy drugs.86

An alternative process contributing to the emergence of
continuously more aggressive clones may be entirely independent
of differential sensitivity to therapy (Figure 2c). We recently
observed a higher number of large subclones (410% of cancer
cells) in 149 CLL cases that were exposed to treatment before
sampling compared with patients who received therapy after the
sample was obtained. This finding of increased clonal diversity
with treatment held true even after accounting for potential
confounders, such as longer follow-up time.40 We interpret this
observation to result, at least in part, from the outgrowth of many

diverse pre-existing minor but fit subclones.76,87 This latter
interpretation is further supported by our observation of an
increased frequency of subclonal-driver events (presumably fitter)
in treated relative to untreated patients. Overall, our data support
the idea that CLL therapy, by markedly reducing disease bulk, may
act as a classic evolutionary restriction point and reset interclonal
dynamics.88

Within this conceptual framework, when subclones with high
fitness already exist within a tumor population, treatment could
favor the development of more aggressive clones, potentially
reducing post-relapse survival.40 In this context, cytotoxic therapy
would effectively remove the incumbent clone89—acting like a
‘mass extinction’ event89—and thereby shift the evolutionary
landscape90,91 in favor of one or more aggressive subclones.92

Thus, highly fit subclones probably benefit from treatment and
exhibit rapid outgrowth.78 These data provide mechanistic
support to the observation that the ‘watch and wait’ strategy for

Figure 2. Three models of how cancer therapy may accelerate clonal evolution. First, cancer therapy, particularly containing genotoxic agents,
can induce novel mutagenesis (a). Second, therapy can accelerate clonal evolution by selecting a clone (here illustrated in red) containing a
mutation that confers resistance to the therapeutic agent used (b). The resistance of the selected clone is reflected in the depiction of the cell
population after cytoreduction, composed almost entirely of the resistant clone (in red). A third model postulates similar sensitivity to
treatment of the different subpopulations, reflected in similar proportions before and after cytoreduction (c). The clearing niche alters the
dynamic evolutionary landscape allowing a faster rise of a fitter clone.

Clonal evolution and therapeutic strategies
DA Landau et al
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Therapeutic interventions shift the selective pressure



Therapeutic interventions

shift the selective pressure



Multiple competing clones might exist in the same patient



CLL clones can acquire additional genetic aberrations



Summary II

- CLL is the most common leukemia in the Western World


- CLL cells are dependent on their microenvironment


- CLL is a genetic disease 


- CLL cells frequently harbor cytogenetic aberrations


- Loss of p53 and ATM are associated with chemo-resistance


- Therapeutic intervention applies selective pressure that 

facilitates clonal evolution in CLL




So, how do we actually treat CLL?



Chemotherapy still remains the backbone

of CLL therapy

Purine analogue

fludarabine

Alkylating agent

cyclophosphamide



Antibodies constitute an important

pillar of CLL therapy

Rituximab-opsonized B cells are

subject to attack and killing by at

least three pathways.


1) Complement-mediated membrane attack 

2) Phagocytosis by macrophages

3) Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity







When should we initiate treatment?









Can we optimize the components of our 

current regimens?







Obinutuzumab displays enhanced response rates 
compared to rituximab, when combined with Clb



Obinutuzumab displays enhanced response rates 
compared to rituximab, when combined with Clb



G-Clb enhances OS in CLL patients with 
comorbidities compared with Clb



Can we be smarter?







Through activating PI3K generates PIP3 to activate 
AKT signaling



PTEN is a phosphatase the counteracts PI3K-
mediated AKT activation



PI3K inhibitors have recently been developed



PI3K inhibition proves

effective in CLL



BTK inhibitors have recently been developed



BTK inhibition proves

effective in CLL



BCL2 stabilizes the mitochondrial membrane and 
antagonizes apoptosis



BCL2 inhibitors have recently been developed



The BCL2 inhibitor ABT-199 displays remarkable 
activity against CLL







Summary III

- FC-R chemoimmunotherapy is the standard for fit patients


- G-Clb is the standard for patients with comorbidities


- High-risk patients benefit from early therapeutic intervention


- New compounds, such as TKI and BCL antagonists might 
replace chemotherapy


- The search for actionable driver lesions is ongoing 





